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Chinese freshwater cultured pearls (FWCPs) are assuming a growing role at major gem and jewelry fairs， and 
in the market at large. Yet， it is difficult to obtain hard information on such topics as quantities produced， in 

what qualities， and the culturing techniques used because pearl culturing in China covers such a broad area， 

with thousands of individual farms， and a variety of culturing techniques are used. This article reports on 
recent visits by two of the authors (SA and L TZ) to Chinese pearl farms in Hanzhou Province to investigate 

the latest pearl-culturing techniques being used there， both in tissue nucleation and， much less commonly， 
bead (typically shell but also wax) nucleation. With improved techniques， using younger Hyriopsis Cumingi 
mussels， pearl culturers are producing freshwater cultured pearls in a variety of attractive colors that are larg-
er， rounder， and with better luster. Tissue-nucleated FWCPs can be separated from natural and bead-nucle-
ated cultured pearls with X-radiography. 

T… t凶ur問edpearls (仔FWCαPs也引s吋)has ris路se叩nd世r阻ama坑tl民ca叫all匂y F 

in the world's markets. The unique charac-

teristics of the Chinese FWCP-in terms of size， 
shape， and color一havebeen key to this popularity 
(figure 1). Chinese FWCPs are available in sizes 
ranging from 2. mm  to over 10 mm; in an interest-

ing variety of shapes such as round， oval， drop， 
button， and baroque; and in rich colors such as 
orange and purple， often with a metallic luster 

The vast majority of these Chinese FWCPs are 
nucleated by mantle tissue only， although some 
nucleation with spherical beads has taken place 
(Bosshart et al.， 1993; "China producing nucleated 

rounds，" 1995; Matlins， 1999γ'China starts...，" 
2.000; Scarratt et al.， 2000). This makes them dis-
tinct from the overwhelming majority of cultured 
pearls from other localities， which are bead nucle-
ated. Dcspite the growing popularity of Chinese 

FWCPs， details concerning their history， culturing 
areas， production figures， culturing techniques， 
and the characteristics of the pearls themselves 
are not widely known. In response to the growing 
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demand for information， two of the authors (SA 
and L TZ) visited six FWCP farms and one nucleus 
manufacturer in China's Zhejiang district; they 
also examined hundreds of Chinese FWCPs. The 

trip was made from July 25 to 29， 2000; informa-
tion in this article has been confirmed and updat-

ed since then based on the second author's 
monthly trips to the pearl-farming areas to visit 
his pearl factory in Zhuji City， as well as to pur-
chase freshwater cultured pearls for export. In 
addition， the first author has visited Chinese 
freshwater pearl-culturing areas several times dur-
ing the past two years. This article reports on the 

current status of the Chinese freshwater cultured 
pearl， both the various culturing techniques used 
and the cultured pearls themselves， updating (and 
superseding) the pearl-culturing information in 

Scarratt et al. (2000). 
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HISTORY 
The culturing of freshwater pearls was widespread 
in China by the 13th century. Tiny figures of 
Buddha formed of lead were cemented onto the 
nacreous interior of the shell produced by the fresh-
water mussel Cristaria plicata (zhou wen guan 
bang in Chinese). Over time， the mollusk coatcd 
the lead figures with nacre， and the blister pearls 
thus cultured were used as temple decorations or 
amulets (Ward， 1985; Webster， 1994). Even now， 
this culturing technique survives， although the 
images are larger and nucleated with wax rather 
白血 lead(白gure2). Today， images of Buddha， flow-
ers， b立ds，animals， and other forms are molded wi出
wax and inserted into the mussels. A sirr叫artech-
nique is used to cr回 tethe mabe-type hernispheric 
composite cultured blister pearls in white-and 
black-lipped pearl oysters， as well as in abalone 
(Wentzell， 1998). 

Freshwater pearl culturing was attempted in 
]apan around 1910， but success was not achieved 
until 1924， when growers changed from the 
"Karasu" mussel (c. plicata) to the "Ikecho" mus-
sel (Hyriopsis schlegeli). Following this success， 
commercial freshwater pearl culturing began in 
]apan in 1928. A bead-nucleating technique was 
first adopted， but growers eventually recognized 
that tissue nucleation produced better results. 1n 
1946， freshwater-pearl farmers switched to tissue 
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Fi♂lIe 1. Chinese fresh-
water cultured pearls 
occur in a variety of 
attractive shapes and 
colors， as well as in sizes 
over 10 mm. The potato-
shaped Chinese FWCPs 
in the strand on the left 
rangef叩m9.3 x 11.3 
mm  to 10.6 x 12.7 mm. 
The near-round Chinese 
FWCPs on the right are 
approximately 9-10 
mm. Photo@Harold eV 
Erica Van Pelt 

nucleation， creating unique freshwater cultured 
pearls. Since then， ]apanese FWCPs have been 
highly prized as "Biwas" (named after Lake Biwa， 

Figure 2. The culturing of freshwater blister pearls was 
widespread in China by凶e13th cen加ry.Tiny tgures 
01 Buddha were cemented onto the inner shell of 
介eshwatermussels (Cristaria plicata)， where they 
were coated wi出 nacre.Thιsame cultunng technique 
S山vivestoday. Instead 01 tmy lead tgures， larger wax 
images are commonly used to produce a variety 01 
lorms， alt1lOugh Buddha (as seen in thi目's8.3 x 10.8 cm 
shell) lS still popular. Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 
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Figure 3. Most of the Chinese FWCPs cultivated with 
Cristaria plicata were of low quality: irregular shaped 

with many W linkles on therr surface (hence called “Rice 
Krispies"; here， 5 x 8 mm  to 9 x 14 mm， produced in 

1976). These pearls first appeared on the market in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s， with 600 grams imported 

mto Tapan in 1971. The quantity increased dramatically 
over the next several years (with Japanese imports of 49 
tons in 1984)， but the boom had faded by the late 1980s. 

Photo by Maha Tannous. 

Figure 4. Chinese pearl farmers greatly improved the伊 ality
of their product in the 1990s by changing出emussel species 
from Cristaria plicata to H. Cumingi，出ιC恒nese“出angle"

mussel. Wi白 出euse of H. Cumingi boめasdonor of the man・
tle tissue and for cul加ring，they produced larger cultured 
pearls with a smoother smface， rounder shape， and better 
∞t]or and luster. In particular， the color and luster of the 

mother-of-pearl inめetissue-donor mussel has a strong influ・

四回on出ι∞lorand luster of theβnal cultured pearl; notice 
theιlifferences mηong凶esefom mussels， all of which were 

used to provide mantle tissue nuclei. A1though earlier cul加 r-
ingwiめH.C山 ningiwas done using 2-2.5 year old mussels， 

めιseone-year old mussels are typical of the age at whi・chH.
Cumingi are nucleated today. Photo by Shigeru Akm刀aぉu.
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where most were grown). Over time， improve-
ments in the culturing technique produced more 
pearls of better quality， and the Japanese freshwa-
ter pearl culturing industry flourished. Pearl cul-
turing at Lake Kasumigaura began in 1962， and in 
1980 production reached a peak of 6.3 tons 
Production began to decline because of water con-
tamination and the high mortality of the mussels 
(Toyama， 1991). By 1998， production of Japanese 
freshwater cultured pearls had dropped to 214 kg， 
only 3.4% of the peak in 1980 ("Statistics of fish-
ery and cultivation，" 2000). 

It was in the late 1960s and early 1970s that 
China started full-scale FWCP production， and low-
quality irregular-shaped cultured pearls with wrin-
kles on their surface (commonlY known as "Rice 
Krispie" pearls) appeared in the market (Hiratsuka， 
1985; fi忠ue3). According to trade statistics pub-
lished by出eJap姐 esel¥心nistryof Finance， in 1971 
Japan imported only 600 grams of this material. 
Over the next 13 years， however， these imports 
increased dramatically: They reached 7.5 tons in 
1978， 34 tons in 1983， and over 49 tons in 1984. 
Most were not consumed by the Japanese market， 
but instead were exported to Germany， 
Switzerland， Hong Kong， the Middle East， and the 
U.S. by Japanese distributors (Chinese FWCPs 
accounted for more than half the pearls exported 
from Japan in 1984). In the late 1980s， however， the 
demand for such low-quality pearls quickly died 
down， and the Chinese FWCP almost disappeared 
from the world market. 

In the 1990s， however， Chinese FWCPs reap-
peared， with their quality remarkably improved 
("China starts pearling revol ution，" 2000). 
Culturers had changed the species of mussel from 
C. plicata to Hyriopsis cumingi， which is general-
ly called the "triangle mussel" (san jiao or san 
jiao bang in Chinese) because of its shape (figure 
4; Fukushima， 1991). The triangle mussel inhabits 
wide areas along the Chang Jiang (Yangtze) River. 
Using the new mussel， growers started to culti-
vate 3-4 mm  pearls with a smooth surface. 
Although some of these Chinese FWCPs were 
near-round， more often the commercial product 
had a bulbous oval "potato" shape (again， see fig-
ure 1). Over the last decade， quality continued to 
improve. Chinese culti va tors now produce 
FWCPs in sizes from 2 mm  to over 10 mm， in 
shapes from extreme baroque to perfect round， 
and in colors from white to pastel orange and pur-
ple， often with a metallic luster. 
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CULTURING AREAS AND 
PRODUCTION AMOUNT 

The culturing region for Chinese FWCPs extends over 
wide 紅白salong the Chang Jiang (also knownぉ出e
Yangtze) River (figure 5). The provinces of Jiangsu， 
Zhejian，ιAnhui， Fujian， Hunan， and Ji釦群1脱 出e
main culturing areas， with Jiangsu and Zhejiang 
ac∞叩出19for nearly 70% of出etotal FWCP produc-
tion (He Xiao Fa， pers.∞mm.， August 2α氾).

It is generally thought that pearls cultured in 
southern farms grow faster， coinciding with the 
rapid growth of the mussel. By contrast， pearls cul-
tured in northem fanns grow more slowly， but their 
compact nacre gives them a better luster. For出is
reason， some farmers who own both northem and 
southern farms initially cultivate pearls in the 
southem farms to accelerate nacre growth， then 
move the mussels to northem farms one y伺 rbefore 
harvest to irnprove the luster. In addition， northem 
farmers often buy nucleated mussels from southem 
cultivators. According to several pearl culturers in 
the cities of Zhuji and Shaoxing， transfe立ingmus-
sels from one farm to another during the pearl 
growth period (which may take up to s立 years)is 
not uncommon in China. 

No acc山 ateproduction白思江田 existfor Chinese 
FWCPs. Two major culturers， He Xiao Fa of 
Shanxiahu Pearl Co. Ltd. and Ruan Tiejun of Fuyuan 
Pearl Jewelry Co. Ltd.， estimate出atannual produc-
tion is currently about 1，000 tons. Because there are 
several thousand pearl farms， many of which are 
very small， it is impossible to give an accurate 
co山 lt.The farms range from major operations wi出
over one million mussels， to tiny roadside sw釘nps
dive民edfrom rice paddy白elds出atcont創ntens of 
thousands of mussels (see， e.g.，白思rre6). The mus-
sels are suspended in nets (回chtypically containing 
two to由民emussels; figure 7) from buoys that are 
often made of Styrofoarn or recycled plastic bottles. 

RECENT DEVElOPMENTS IN 
T1SSUE NUClEATION 
From observations made during our frequent visits， 
and from conversations with several leading pearl 
fanners， we con位medthat the vast majority of fresh-
water cultured pearls produced in China today are，ぉ

stated in Scarratt et al. (2000)， mantle-tissue nucleat-
ed. As the recent improvement in quality demon-
strates， the growth techniques used to create the 
Chinese product have changed. Some of出echang白
can be counted as major technical improvements. 
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Fi♂lre 5， Freshwater pearl culturmg areas extend 
widely along the Chang Tiang (Yangtze) River， 

inc1uding the provinc邸 ofTiangsu， Zhejiang， 
AnhUl， Fu;ian， Hunan， and Tiangxi. Mussels that 
have been tissue nuc1eated are not always cultivat-
ed in a single farm for the entire culturing process 
01おnthey are transferred to other farms in differ-
entprovmc回 ，where cultivation continues. 

New Mussel Species Used for Culturing. As noted 
above and in Scarratt et al. (2000)， Chinese pearl 
cultivators have changed from the C. plicata mus-
sel to the H. cumingi (吋riangleつmussel.H. 
C山 ηingiis a large bivalve of the sarne genus as the 
H. schlegeli used for pearl cultivation in Tapan's 
Lake Biwa. Triangle mussels can produce attrac・
tive FWCPs with a smooth surface. With the intro-
duction of hatchery techniques to propagate the H 
C山 η血gi，mass production of mussels has become 
possible and enormous arnounts are now used for 
pearl culturing 
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Fi♂lIe 6. ln China， the number of farms culturing f白shwaterpearls is too large to be counted accurately. They 
vary in size from large lakes (1eft) to small farms converted from rice paddy fields (right). Note the soil piled 
around the paddy field to keep the water deep enough (1.5 m) for pearl culturing. Photos by Shigeru Akamatsu 
(1eft) and Li Taiima Zansheng (right). 

A Longer C叫turingPeriod. In the past， it was com-
mon for growers to perform tissue nucleation on 
two-and-a-half-year-old mussels， cultivate them for 
two to three years thereafter， and harvest 4-7 m m  
pearls (see， e.g.， Jobbins and Scarratt， 1990). In recent 
years， however， some growers have been operating 
on significantly younger mussels， approximately 
one to one-and-a-half years old (figure 8， right)， and 
cultivating them for four to s立 y回目.By extending 
the period between insertion of the tissue nuclei 
and the harvest， they have succeeded in producing 
commercial quantities of FWCPs larger than 8 mm. 
A one-year-old mussel has a small shell， onc valvc 
of which weighs only 10 grams (average dimen-
sions: 7.2 x 4.3 cm) at the time of nucleation. That 
same valve will attain a shell weight at harvest after 

Fi♂lre 7. During pearl cultivation， two to three 
mussels typically are put m a net and suspended m 
the water from Styrofoam buoys or recycled plastic 
bottles. Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 
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白veyears of 260 grams (up to 16.4 x 10.5 cm)， more 
than 25 tim白 itsstarting weight (figure 8， left). The 
pearls grow as the mussels grow， but the rate of 
growth is not always proportional. 

Even though the cultivation period from nucle-
ation to harvest is the same for any given mussel， 
the growth rate of the many pearls nucleated in出at
mussel is not the same. Consequently， FWCPs of 
various sizes are harvested from a single mussel 伯g-
ure 9). Table 1 lists the different sizes of FWCPs 
removed from a sample harvest of four mussels出at
were cultivated for 4.5 years in a farm in Shaoxing・

Flgure 8. A one-year-old "triangle" mussel at the 
time of tissue nuc1eation is very small (right)-an 
average of 7.2 x 4.3 cm， with an approximate shell 
weight (one valve) of 10 grams. A six-year-old H 
cumingi mussel at the time of harvest (left) after 
five years of cultivation is very large-up to 16.4 x 
10.5 cm，間 itha single valve now 260 grams in 
we1ght. Photo by L1 Tajima Zansheng. 
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These results also indicate that cultivation periods 
of 4.5 years can produce FWCP sizes of over 9 m m  
Note that these mussels were older and larger when 
the nuclei were inserted than is currently practiced 

Improvement in the Mantle Tissue Nuc1eus. In回r-
lier freshwater p回 rlculturing， a cornrnon technique 
was to cut a 2 x 2口llTIpiece of tissue from出em釦-

tle of a 2.5-year-old mussel， fold it， and出eninsert it 
into a pocket made in the mantle lobe of a host mus-
sel (Jobbins and Scarratt， 1990). Because出ispiece of 
tissue was too thick to be worked into a round 
shape， most of the FWCPs produced had shapes such 
as rice， oval， and baroque. Recently， pearl farmers 
have changed the nature of the mantle-tissue nuclei. 
Instead of taking the tissue from a 2.5・y回 r-oldmus-
sel， growers now use a one-year-old (H. cumingi) 
mussel for this p釘 tof the procedure. When a piece 
of tissue is removed from such a young mussel， it is 
thin enough to be rolled into a round ball. So出ecul-
附 ernow cuts a larger (but白血er)4 x 4 mm  piece 
of mantle tissue (figure 10)， and makes it錨 roundas 
possible by rolling it before nucleation伯gure11). 

Improvements in the Nucleation Technique. From 
their experience， p白 rlculturers identified that出e
posterior mantle lobe of the mussel， where the moth-
er-of-pearl has出edesired color and luster， is出ekey 
location to produce a better-quality pearl with胎le
color and lustcr (ag担 Isee匂山e4).So出eystarted to 
cut piec回 oftissue from the posterior part of the sac-
rificed "donor" mussel and then placed them into 
pockets in the same posterior mantle lobes of the 
host mussel (f思 ue12). With this new technique， 

Fi♂lIe 9. All出eCh的自eFWCPsin出isphoto were 
tissue nuc1eated and harvested from both valv，邸 of
one mussel after 4.5 years. Even though the CulturiJlg 
conditions were the same， the rιsulting FWCPs 
range from 5 to 9 mm目 Photoby Shigeru Akamatsu. 

p回 rlculturers are irnpro羽ngthe color and luster of 
出回 FWCPs.Figure 13， taken in April2∞1， shows a 
group of technicians perforrning di丘erentstages of 
the pearl nucleation technique at也isP伺 rl・proc白 s・
ing operation in a suburb of Zhuji City. 

Another improvement is the reduction in the 
number of tissue pieces used to nucleate a single 
mussel. In the past， when cultivators used relative-
ly large， 2.5-year-old mussels to begin the process， 
about 20 pieces usually were inserted in each man-
tle lobe of the bivalve-for a total of about 40 
pieces in a single mussel (Farn， 1986; Scarratt et 
al.， 2000). Now， some growers typical1y insert 14 
or fewer pieces of tissue in each mantle lobe of a 
one-year-old mussel-for a total of 28 or fewer in 
each mussel (figure 14). 

TABLE 1. Freshwater cultured pearls produced from four mussels harvested in 
Shaoxing a代ercultivation for 4.5 years.8 

Mussel1 Mussel2 Mussel3 Mussel4 

Size(mm} NO.ol %01 NO.ol %01 NO.ol %01 NO.ol %01 
FWCPs total FWCPs tolal FWCPs lolal FWCPs lolal 

4 。 。 2.9 2 3.8 。 。
5 4 9.5 5 14.3 20 37.7 3.0 
6 12 28.6 13 37.1 21 39.6 8 24.2 
7 13 31.0 12 34.3 6 11.3 16 48.5 
8 10 23.8 3 8.6 3 5.7 8 24.2 
9 3 7.1 2.9 1.9 。 。

Total 42 35 53 33 

'Note that these mussels were older when they were nuc/lωled. and had more nuclei inserted. than pωrl抱rmers
now prefer. 
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Fi♂lre 10. Using a kni[e， the technician cuts a 
piece approximately 4 x 4 mm [rom a strip of tissue 
that was removed from thιmantle lobe o[ an H. 
Cumingi mussel o[ about the same age as the one-
year-old H. Cumingl白towhich lt will be inserted 
Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 

F認ure12. The operator places a one-year-old mussel 
ona戸xingstand and opens the shell閉め care，mak-
ing pockets in凶eposterior mant1e lobes and inserting 
rolled pieces o[ mant1e into them， as illustrated in the 
di句ram(inset). A skilled technician can operate on 
120 mussels a day目 Photoby Shigeru Akωnatsu. 

Rolled 
pi町 eof

mantle 

Mantle 

lobe 
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Fi伊 re11. Tust before nucleation， the thin pieces 01 
mantle tissue are rolled as round as possible. 
Because the piece o[ mantle tissue is so thin， it can 
berolled血toa round ball more efficient1y than the 
thicker但x2mm) piec回 01tissue that were typi-
cally used in the past. Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 

Movement of Mussels Among Different Farms. We 
observed not on1y出atculturers sold the live， oper-
ated mussels for further growth in the farm of 
ano出erproducer， but also that as they recognized 
deficiencies or changes in the environments of 
their farrns， they often moved their own mussels to 
more suitable farms. Culturers also have found出at
the change in farms places the mussels under a 
type of "s紅白s"that activates their respiration so 
that they produce more carbon dioxide (Koji Wada， 
pers. comrn.， 2001). The carbon dioxide converts to 
carbonate ions that combine with the calcium ions 
to form more calcium carbonate crystals. This 
improves the nacre growth， thus promoting good 
luster and color， as well as larger pearls. 

FWCP CULTIVATION WITH SOLlD NUCLEI 
Although， as noted above， the vast majority of 
Chinese FWCPs currently are tissue nucleated， v紅 i-
ous methods to culture the FWCP by inserting a 
solid bead nucleus are being practiced ("China pro-
ducing nucleated rounds，" 1995). Use of a bead 
nucleus is still being done on a lirnited scale on1y， 
because of the higher cost of production and the 
inferior quality of the pearls produced. According to 
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Chinese pearl-culturing textbooks (Li and Zhang， 
1997; Li， 1997)， the main methods used to bead 
nucleate Chin白 eFWCPs are as described below. 

Insertion of Bead Nuclei into Mantle Pockets. The 
Chinese textbooks cited above report出atpockets 
are cut into the mantle lobes of large and healthy 
five-to eight-year-old H. cumingi mussels， and the 
same round shell beads typically used for saltwater 
pearl culturing are inserted together with pieces of 
tissue cut from the mantle of another H. C山 ηingi

mussel (figure 15). The implantations typically 
take place from March through May and from 
September through November， but the latter period 
yields better results. 

The spherical bead nucleus varies from less th叩
2 mm  to over 8 mm， while the piece of mantle tis-
sue usually is smaller than 2 x 2 mm. For the best 
product， the size of the piece of tissue must be con-
sistent with the size of the bead nucleus. When the 
piece of tissue is too large relative to the bead， 
pearls with a poor shape， wrinkles， or blemishes 
commonly result. Conversely， according to the 
textbooks， if the piece of tissue is too small， it can 
easily sep釘 atefrom the nucleus， resulting in a tis-
sue-nucleated FWCP and the possible expulsion of 
the bead. The solid nucleus normally is cut from 
thc interior of a Chinese or American freshwater 

FiguIe 14. Shown here is a one-year-01d musse1 just 
aj也ra tissue-nuc1eating operation in Tuly 2000. In 
accordance with出ecぽ 'rentpractice of this cu1tivator， 

14 pieces of mant1e tissue were inserted into the poste-
rior part of each of山 twomant1e 10加 (toproduce a 
total of 28 pearls). In reωnt years， fewer pieces of 
mant1e白ssuehave been used to facilitate the produc-
tion of 1arger FWCPs. Photo by Shigeru Akωηatsu. 
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Flgure 13. Severa1 techmcIQns are simu1taneous1y 
prepallng the mantle tissue and inserting the 
pieces into the yo山 19H. Cumingi musse1s at this 
pearl-processing operation in a suburb of Zhu;i 
City. Photo by Li Tajima Zansheng. 

mussel (see "The Bead Nucleus" section below)， 
but para丘inwax also is used by some pearl farmers. 

When paraffin is used， typically spherical wax 
beads about 2 mm  in diameter are inserted into a 
mussel (H. c山恒ngi)to produce 5-7 mm  FWCPs (fig-
ure 16). If these cultured pearls訂 eheated when 
drilled， the liquefied paraffin will ooze out of the 
合世hole，leaving a small hollow ∞re. Solvents such 
as bleaching r回 gentscan白 silyenter such hollow 
FWCPs， facilitating this proc白 sing.Thus， the use of 
para姐nnuclei has a possible three-fold p山 pose:(1) 
produce round pearls， (2) lower the ∞st of the nucle-
us，釦d(3) fac立ltateproc白 singafter harvest. 

Modified Direct (or "D勺O酔ration.百tismethod is 
similar to出 鉱 山edin South Sea and Tahitian pearl 
cultivation， with the exception出at(部 notedabove) 
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BEAD NUCLEUS INSERTION 
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Figure 16. Recently， smal1 paraffin balls also have 
been used as bead nuclei. When the cultured pearl 
is heated during dril1ing， the wax can melt out， 

leaving a smal1 void that makes treatment eaSler. 
The cultured pearls shown here are 5-7 mm in 
diameter. Photo by Maha Tannous. 

the bead nuclei are inserted into the mantle of the 
host mussel for (freshwater) Chinese cultured pearls， 
whereas for (saltwater) South Sea and Tahitian cul-
tured pearls出ebead is inserted into出egonad. After 
a mussel nucleated by the usual tissue-insertion 
operation is harvested， the technicians carefully cut 
out出eFWCPs and出en，ra出紅白andiscarding the 
創立mal，出eyinsert a shell bead nucleus into each 
p伺 rlsac where a tissue-nucleated FWCP had grown 
(figure 17). Wi白血isprocedure， there is no need to 
insert a piece of tissue with the bead nucleus because 
出ep伺 rlsac is al民 adyformed. Usually bead nuclei 
5-6 mm  in diameter町 einserted into pearl sacs 
formed in the mantle lobes， and culturing continues 
for one to two y伺 rs.Because at出etime of the first 
harvest the mussel is already a little old， the color 
and luster of the bead-nucleated pearl produced by 
出isse∞nd procedure句picallyw曲 notbe as good as 
that of the original tissue-nucleated FWCP (Li and 
Zhang， 1997j Li， 1997). Neverthel田 s，some at凶 ctive
pearls have been cultured by出isprocess (fig附 18).

Fi♂lre 15. Bead nucleation of Chinese FWCPs usually 
involves insertion of the bead nucleus together with a 
piece of mantle tissue into a pocket made in the man・

tle lobe. Most commonly the beads are fashioned from 
the shel1 of a Chinese or American freshwater mussel. 
Adapted from Li (199刀.
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BEAD NUCLEATION by DIRECT OPERATION 

o Place a curved holder on Ihe inner su巾 ce
of Ihe manlle nexl 10 Ihe pearl sac 

@ cωuω山10叩pe朋n1何h同el均iゆPof I陶h同ep問ear向 acw州ilha a 
bladed needle 

@)R隔emov四el廿胸h同1e削ecu山Ilur附』汀re凶dp帥ea制r川川1f加的附附『川T
sac by pushing wilh Ihe curved holder 

01同n悶 悶s犯町釧e町剖「同rta叫be則a剖dnuc 
vacanl pear刊1sac and conlinue cullivalion; 
Ihere is no need for a piece of mantle 10 
accompany Ihe bead because Ihe pearl 
sac is already formed 

{3 A bead-nuclealed pearl is produced 

CHINESE FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARlS 

Figure 18. These Chinese FWCPs were bead nuc1e-
ated by a modified "D" operation. The cross-sec-
tion is 8 mm  in diameter; the whole samples range 
from 7.5 mm  in diameter to 9 x 10 mm. Photo by 
Maha Tannous. 

Insertion of the Bead into the Mussel's Body. To 

make FWCPs over 10 mm， relatively large nuclei (8 
to 12 m m  in diameter) are inserted together with 

plec田 oftissue into the body of the H.αm証ngJ.mus-
sel-as distinct from the mantle lobes in the bead-

nucleation procedure described earlier-usually 

under the liver and/or出eh白 rt(白gure19). This is出e

same technique currently used to produce Kasumiga 

freshwater cultured pearls in Jap釦 (H泊ni，20∞).

The Bead Nucleus. Japan was once the only country 
出atmanufactured shell bead nuclei for pearl cultur-

ing， but now China also produc白 andsupplies shell 

beads to Chinese pearl culturers. By visiting one of 

the nucleus manufacturers-Theng Xuan An of 
Penfei Yo吐leze回 huCo.， Zhuji-two of the authors 
(SA and LTZ) le紅 nedabout some of the Chinese 

nuclei. In China today， bead nuclei for saltwater as 
well as freshwater pearl culturing are fashioned 

Figure 17. Some Chinese pearl farmers use a direct (or 
“D") operation modified 介oma similar process used to 
produce saltwater cultured pearls in the South Seas 
and Tahiti. After removing the tissue-nuc1eated FWCP， 

the technician inserts a shell bead nuc1eus into the 
existing pearl sac to grow another pear1. Mantle tissue 
is not needed in this case because the pearl sac is 
already formed. Adapted from Li (199刀.
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BEAD NUClEATION in MUSSEl BODY 

Under the liver 

Figure 19. To produce FWCPs over 10 mm， some 
cu1tivators insert 1arger (8-12 mm diameter) but 
fewer (usually one or two) bead nuc1ei together 
with pieces of mant1e tissue into the body of the 
mussel under the 1iver and/or the heart. Adapted 
from Li (1997) 

from bo出 Chineseand American freshwater mus-
sel shells; Mr. Theng's factory us回 thesame trian-
gle mussel in wluch the freshwater p阻 rlsare cul-
tured as the shell for beads， too. We are aware出at
shells cut from other mussels， such as Lamprotu1a 
leai， are also used for bead cultivation in China (D. 
Fiske， pers. comm.， 2001). To fashion the nuclei 
(typically 5-7 mm  in diameter)， Penfei 
Youhezenzhu Co. uses machines imported from 

Figure 20. Commercia1 round Chinese FWCPs range 
Irom 2 mm to over 13 mm. The sizes 01 tissue-nuc1e-
ated FWCPs are c1ose1y re1ated to the cu1turing peri-
od: 2 mm FWCPs such as the one on the lar 1eft can 
be produced by a culturing period olless than two 

years， but the 13 mm FWCP on the lar right typlcal-
1y requires more than six years. Note a1so the range 
01 colors and the metal1ic luster in some 01 these 

samples. Photo by Li Tajima Zansheng. 
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Japan and the same procedure as is used in Jap組.

These beads are also exported to other pearl-produc-
ing countries such as Japan and Taluti. 

Reports in the trade literature have suggested 
that some bead nuclei紅 emade by grinding tissue-
nucleated FWCPs into a round shape (Matlins， 
1999; Roskin， 2000). In our visits with a Chinese 
nucleus manufacturer and n山田rouspearl cultur-
ers， we found no evidence of the commercial man-
ufacture of such nuclei. Recently， one of the 
authors (SA) asked a Japanese nucleus manufactur-
er to fasluon such nuclei from tissue-nucleated 10 
mm  "potato" FWCPs to examine the appearance 
and potential effectiveness of such a bead. By出e
usual shell-bead manufacturing procedure， the 
FWCPs were ground to round. The result was not 
satisfactory， because the nacre peeled unevenly 
during grinding to produce a poor sphere. 

CHARA仁TERISTICSOF仁HINESEFWCPs 
Materials and Methods. As described in the intro-
duction， Chinese FWCPs are distinctive in terms of 
size， shape， color， and luster. Their intemal struc-
ture also is unique. To study these characteristics， 
two of the authors (SA and Lτ2) exarnined approxi-
mately 500 sample Chinese FWCPs-ran伊19from 
2 mm  to 13 mm  (figure 20)ー thatwere selected 
from the stock (about 100 kg) of Stream Co. These 
are representative in color and luster of the better-
quality cultured pearls being sold in China at tlus 
time. The stock was harvested from a few Zhuji 
and Shaoxing pearl farms in July 2000. The buyers 
at Stream Co. purchased all of these samples as tis-
sue-nucleated FWCPs; only a few farms in these 
紅白sc叫turebead‘nucleated FWCPs. 

All of the pearls were exarnined visually by two 
of the authors (SA and Lτ2). Approximately 50 tis-
sue-nucleated FWCPs were cut in half so出atwe 
could exarnine the intemal structure wi出aloupe.

Structure. Because the vast majority of Chinese 
FWCPs are tissue nucleated， solid nuclei are not 
normally seen. Most of the sawn tissue-nucleated 
FWCP sections showed traces of the tissue nucleus 
at出ecenter， although in some samples出eywere 
也血c叫tto discem 伯gure21). For this reason， as dis-
cussed in depth in Scarratt et al. (2000)，出esepara-
tion of natural from tissue-nucleated cultured pearls 
is best done with X-radiography (see Appendix A). 
The cross-sections of the more strongly colored 
samples also showed distinct concentric color bands 
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Fi♂lre 21. The eVldence o{ tissue nucleation in 
Chinese FWCPs can be very subtle. ln most o{ 
these {our tissue-nucleated samples， the nucleus 
can be seen as a {ine line toward the center o{ the 
sphere. Because such sawηsections are a highly 
destructive means o{ identifying the type o{ nucle-
us， and even they may not reveal the necessary evi-
dence (i{， {or example， the tissue nuc1eus is slightly 
off-center)， X-radiography is the best method to 
separate tissue-nucleated cultured pearls {rom 
their natural or bead-nuc1eated counterparts. 
During cultivation， growth rings o{ different colors 
{orm血 someFWCPs. Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 

between nacreous layers. These bands seem to be 
related to the same mechanism that produces the 
various colors observed in the shell nacre of the 
host H. cumingi mussel 伯gure22) 

Shape. In the past， Chinese FWCPs were typically 
elongated and wrinkled or pitted (again， see figure 
3). Although most Chinese FWCPs continue to 
be oval or other shapes， the improvements in cul-
turing techniques described above (e.g.， the use of 
younger， thinner pieces of mantle tissue that can 
be rolled into a ball) have brought a greater num-
ber of round and near-round FWCPs to the mar-
ketplace (fi忽lIe23) 

Today， the most popular shapes are round， n白 r-
round， oval， button， drop， serni-baroque， and others 
such as sticks and crosses. This wide variety of 
shapes is characteristic of FWCPs from sources 
around the world. The group we examined were 
spec出callyselected to be round to near round. 

Color. Chinese FWCPs occ山 inthree main hues-
white， orange， and purple-all of which were repre-
sented in our sample. Combinations of tone and 
saturation yield a broad r釦 geof color appearances 
(figure 24) from which very attractive and distinc・

CHINESE FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARLS 

Figure 22. When the peIlostracum (the outer layer 
01 the shell) 01 the triangle mussel H. Cumingi is 
removed， the beautiful color and luster 01 the 
nacre are revealed. lnsertion 01 mantle tissue taken 
lrom the posterior 01 the mussel into the posterior 
01 the live mussel is the key to producing better 
color and luster. Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 

tive jewelry has been fashioned (figure 25). Pearl 
dealers have described some Chinese FWCPs as 
"wine，" "cognac，" "lavender" (白gure26)， "blueber-
ry，" and "apricot." This color r組 geis believed to 
be associated wi出:(1) the color of the mother-of-
pearl in the donor mussel from which the piece of 
mantle tissue was taken， (2) the environmental 
conditions of the culturing farm， and/or (3) the age 

Fi♂lIe 23. The new tissue-nucleation techniques 
being used in China have led to a greater number 
01 round Ireshwater cultured pearls in the market-
place. Photo by Shigeru Akamatsu. 
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Figure 24. Chinese FWCPS occur in different tones， 

saturations， and combinations 01 white， orange， 

and purple. Photo by Li Taiima Zansheng. 

Figure 25. This contemporary iewelry takes advan-
tage 01 the combination 01 unusual colors offered 
by Chinese FWCPs. Jewelry courtesy 01 Stream 

Co・;photo @A. Takagi/Bexem Co. Ltd. 
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of the host mussel. The first of these probably has 
the greatest effect on the color of an individual 
FWCP (Li and Zhang， 1997). 

Luster. Our s創.npleChin田 eFWCPs demonstrated a 
wide range of luster， from dull and chalky to metal-
lic. On the basis of on-site investigations and inter-
views wi出 severalcultivators in ShaoXIl1& two of 
the authors (SA and LTZ) concluded that the fol-
lowing four factors can influence the luster of 
Chinese FWCPs: 

• Then鉱山eof the piece of mantle tissue used 

• The location in the mussel where the tissue 
piece is inse此ed

• The age of the mussel出athas been nucleated 

• The environmental conditions of the culturing 
farm 

As an example of this last item， experienced cul-
tivators know that the water quality at Shaoxing 
pearl farms is different from that of pearl farms 
along the Chang Jiang River. 

Pearl farmers carefully choose mussels with shell 
nacre that shows good luster as the source of the 
mantle tissue to be used in the nucleation proc白 s.
As noted above， to achieve the best luster (and 
color)， the technicians insert the pieces of tissue into 
the posterior of the mantle lobe. This region of the 
mantle also e却 eriences出emost grow出.A young 
mussel bears lustrous p回 rls，but as it becomes older 
(more白血血veor six yearsL the luster of the pearl 
gradually decreases as its size incr回 S白 .P白 rlc叫U江，

ers clairn出at出ewater quality (probably the di丘町明
ence in mineral content) of their farms is the key to 
producing pearls with a shiny metallic luster， but 
that regardless of the farm the metallic luster will 
disapp白 rif the cultured pearl is left in a mussel that 
ismore出m白veors以y伺 rsold. 

In addition to these four factors， the mussel 
species itself will affect pearl luster. Pearls with 
very fine luster are produced when the pieces of 
mantle tissue are cut &om the mantle of a C. plica-
ta and inserted into tlle mantle of叩H.cumingi. 

However， almost all of the pearls produced with 
this combination have heavy surface wrinkles. 

CONClUSION 
Annual production of freshwater cultured pearls in 
China is es出natedat about 1，∞o tons， with appro氾-

mately 650 tons usable in出ejewelry trade. However， 
出epr田 entexpansion of cultivation indicat白 asub-
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stantial increase within the next two or出reey図工s.

Although more high-quahty FWCPs are being pro-
duced as cultivation methods improve， most of the 
Chin白 eFWCPsares凶1of moderate to low quahty. 

The improvements in size， shape， surface condi-
tion， luster， and color seen in recent years are the 
result of many advances in the culturing materials 

and techniques used. These include changing mus-

sel species from C. plicata to H. cumingi， nucleation 
of younger (one-year-old) mussels， improvement in 
the tissue nucleation lro出nga thinner piece of man-

tle into a round shape and inserting fewer piec回 into

出ehost mussel)， a relatively longer culturing period， 
and a frequent change of culturing f紅 ms.

Bead-nucleation techniques also are being devel-

oped， but our experience indicates that bead-nucle-
ated FWCPs continue to represent a very small per-

centage of the total production in China. This 

appears to be due to the technical difficulties and 

culturing costs involved. For example， bead nucle-
ation doubles the labor required because both a bead 

and a piece of tissue must be inserted into the pock-

et， whereas tissue nucleation requires only a single 

action to insert出epiece of tissue. In any event， as 
discussed in Appendix A， the separation of bead-
nucleated from tissue-nucleated cultured pearls， and 
of the tissue-nucleated product from its natural 

counte中arts，is readily accomplished with contem-
porary X-radiography techniques. 

While this information represents the study of 

several pearl operations and hundreds of FWCPs， 
the fact that China has many thousands of pearl 

farms and produces tons of cultured pearls annually 

makes it impossible to provide a complete story. 

We believe， however， that the information we have 

provided is representative of the Chinese product 

seen in the market today and血at出enew nucle-

ation and culturing techniques promise叩 evenbet-

ter product in出efuture 
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Fi♂lle 26. Lavender is one of thιdistinctive colors 
in which Chinese FWCPs OCCUI. The IOunds in thι 
strand are approximately 9.5 mm白 diameter;the 
cultuled pearl in the ring is 12.3 mm. Photo 。
HaIOld etJ Erica Van Pelt 
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ApPENDIX A: IDENTIFYING CHINESE FRESHWATER 

CUL TURED PEARLS BY X-RADIOGRAPHY 

Cultured pearls form a signi白cantportion of all gem 
materials traded. Yet the one nondestructive method 
山 tc組 b巴usedto identify the growth technique or 
S巴paratecultured from natural pearls-X-radiogra-
phy-is available only to a limited number of gemo1-
ogists who have access to thc nec回 S紅 yequipment. 
N巴verthe1巴ss，it is important that a11 gemo1ogists 
understand the princip1es behind X-radiography and 
its capab出U白血 pearl identification. While the gen-
eral method and operating procedures have been pub-
lished by， for examp1e， Webster (1994) and Kennedy 
(1998)，出isbox provides specific information regard-
ing the use of X-radiography in the identification of 
freshwater cultured pearls (FWCPs) grown by a vari-
ety of techniques in China. The infOlmation is based 
on出eexperience of two of the authors (TMM四 d
KS) with taking and inte中氏出19tens of thousands of 
pear1 X-radiographs ov巴rthe 1ast two decades， m血 y
of which were of Chinese FWCPs. 

Pearl Struc阻止 Bothnatural and c叫turedfreshwater 
pear1s釘 eformed of concentric 1ayers， of variab1e 
出ickness，that are comprised of aragonite and/or cal-
cite a10ng with some organic matter. As th巴 pear1
grows， more organic matter may be accumulated dur-
ing one period than another， as seen in fi忽ueA-l. 
Some pear1s-natural or cultur巴dby tissue nucle-
ation一havea growth structure simi1ar to that 
between points A and B in白g江eA-l， whereas others 
have one simi1ar to that between points B and C 
throughout. Most Chinese freshwater ctutured pearls 
(FWCPs) that are nucleated only with tissue also∞n-
tain a charactelistically shaped cavity n回 r也eircen-
ter. If such samp1es紅巳sawnadjacent to出is回Vlty，lt
may reveal itself only as a白leline他思江eA・2).For a 
more complete e却 1anationof the growth struct田 eof 
p回r1s，see chapter 22 of Webster (1994). 

To b巴tterunderstand the identification criteria 
discussed below， it is出lportantto note the less obvi-
ous org釘uc1ayers between points B and C in fi思m
A-1， as we11 as the obvious ones. Note also the ∞n-
centric growth between A and B in fi思ueA-l， and dle 
sロucturesin白gureA・2.

X-radiography Equipment. For mor巴 than70 years， 
X-radiography has formed th巴backboneof pear1 iden-
tification. Fortunate1y for the industry， ther巴釘ea 
number (albeit limited) of gemologists with exten-
sive experience in producing and interpreting X-
radiographs. Although pear1 X-ray uruts have gone 
也roughmany incamations， today there are s巴veral
industrial units that are we11 suited to perform出e
tasks required for Chinese FWCP identification. 

CHINESE FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARLS 

While we r巴cognizethat the latest digital or sin1ilar 
X-radiography units give the user a degree of conve・
nience， it is the experience of白eseauthors (TMM 
叩 dKS) that the identification of Chinese FWCPs 
req山resa reso1ution that at this time is available 
only through the use of very fine-grain X-ray film-
wet radiography. The instrum巴ntsused by the 
authors紅 eFaxitron mode1s 43855B and 43856A. 
τ'hese air-coo1ed units are powered by normal electri-
cal outlets， have variab1e kV姐 dmA  contr01， and 
o丘町anextended timed巴xposure回 pab出ty.The dis-
tance between the X-ray tube target and the samp1e 
is adjusted by mo泊ng也eshe1ving under the pロr1s.

Procedures. The sanlples should be placed in也氏ct
contact with a sbeet of bigh-resolution fine-grain 
industrial X-ray film;出巴剖m 姐 dthe as-yet-uniden・
tified pearls are then placed in a position-and at a 
distance-that will allow all the samples to be con-
tained witbin the X-ray beam (figure A剖.N巴xt，
depen也ngfirst on出esize of出epearls， X-rays are 
generated for a spec迫田11ytimed exposure at prede-
termined kV andπ1A settings. Then， based on the 
intemal structures observed in出eres叫tingX-radio-
graph， the technician may increase or decrease the 

FigureA-l.In出1S白血section01 a natural介'eshwater
pearl.めecenter 01 the pearlおlocatedatめetopleft 
(A). Note the various stages 01 growth along the line 
A-B-G. Between A and B is an even1y deposited 
arrangement 01∞'ncentric layers. inside 01 which are 
radially arranged c巧IStalS.At Bめes立uc加reabrupt1y
changes. v.r.i・めa large organically lined void that is 
lollowed by several yellow and dark， most1y organic， 

layers interspersed v.r.i出themore crystalline伊'ay)
layers toward the edge 01 the pearl (C) 
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Figure A -2. In也issaw刀 haIl01 a known 
tissue-nucIeated cu1tured pearl.めeslight dark line 
mめecenter (at B) is the only visuaI evidence 01 the 
tissue imp1ant. Note， however， as in fミgureA・1the 
VQ1戸ngamounts olorgani目cmateria1 (dark) associ-
ated 閉 め 凶econcentric growth structures. 

exposure times， t紅'get-to・p巴紅1dist叩 ces，and kV釦 d
mA settings. 

All X-radiographs are normally examined at mag-
nilications between 2x and lOx (hence the need for 
fine-grained film) using a variety of back-illumina-
tion techniques. Th巴X-radiographmay show on巴or
more of the following features， depending on the 
natur巴ofthe sample: 

1. 11 the sample was a coherent solid composed 01 
aragonite or calcite， without any organic mat-
ter: The image would be simply an opaque 
white disc ag幻nsta black background. That is， 
the aragonite or calcite would have absorbed the 
X-rays and left the film immediately below it 
unexposed (white)， whereas the remainder of出e
film would have been fully exposed and thus 
black when processed. This is how the shell 
bead portion of a bead-nucleated cultured pearl 
would look， and is not uncommon for a non-
nacreous (e.g.， conch)甲earl."

2. IIめesample was aragoni・teor ca1cite with inter-
na1 orgaru・cmateria1 or voids: The image would 
reflect出edi丘町encein the ability of th巴X-raysto 
pass出rough出earagonite or calcite，出eorg:担 ic
material， and担.yvoidspr巴sent.Organic layers and 
voids pass X-rays more readily than calcium car-
bonate d田 s，so出eyreveal themselves onぬepro-
cessed X-ray film as dark gray to black lines or 
shapes set ag.勾nst出ewhite background of出巴cal-
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cium carbonate. If voids are present， the contrast 
between these and也ecalciUill carbonate general-
ly will be greater出血血atfor organic material. 

If one takes the more familiar example of a 
human bone contained within the flesh of the 
human body， a sin叫arprinciple applies.τne human 
bone absorbs也巴X・raysmore出anthe flesh that s町-

rounds it and thus stands out clearly as "white" 
ag:泊nst也egray to black ar回 sthat comprise the flesh 
(organic). In addition，組.yfractures or fiss町田 inthe 
bone (voids) w温 appearblack on the processed film. 

Once the initial observations have been complet-
ed， the technician tak巴sadditional X-radiographs， 
now optimized for出esuspected type of pearl-natu-
ral， cultured (bead or tissue nucleat巴d)，etc.-being 
examined， in several di丘町entdirections， to provide 
images出at臼 nbe interpreted as characteristic of the 
sample in three dirnensions. 

The scattering of X-rays as they pass through 
and around a pearl may at times reduce the quality 
of the image. Two techniques that th巴authorshave 
found to be succ回sfulin absorbing the scattered X-
rays (and thus enhancing the image) are: (1) for 
n巴cklaces，immersing the pearls in a scatter-reduc-
ing fluidj and (2) for single pearls， surrounding the 
sides of th巴sampl巴witha thin layer of lead foil. 

Characteristics of Tissue-Nucleated and sead-
Nucleated Chinese FWCPs_ X-radiographs of tis-
sue-nucleated FWCPs will show features that 
d巴pendto some extent on wh巴n由巳ywere grOWll. 
"Rice Krispie" tissue-nucleated Chinese FWCPs 
grown in the 1970s typically have somewhat 
twisted intemal organic structures and voids (匂-
ure A・4，left). X-radiographs of more recently 
grown tissue-nucleated Chinese FWCPs-with 

FigureA・3.The samp1es (here， a baroque strand 
ranging Irom 12.0 x 9.15 to 15.20 x 11.15 mm) are 
p1aced on the fi1m immediate1y be10w the X-ray 
beam却 theFaxitron unit. Photo by E. Schrader. 
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their characteristic imp1ant lines-were published 
by Scarratt et al. (2000; fi伊江eA-4， right). In both 
cases， the X-radiographs are totally unlike those of 
either natura1 pearls (figure A-S) or of cultured 
pearls produced from a shell bead nucleus. 

The X-radiographs of sh巴11bead-nuc1ea ted 
Chinese FWCPs resemb1e those of shell bead-
nucleated saltwater cultured pearls (figure A-6). 
Centrally 10cated beads with no interna1 growth 
structures are separated仕omthe nacr巴overgrowth
by a layer that is mostly organic. Any possib1e con-
fusion with tissue-nucleated FWCPs caused by 
dark areas on the X-radiograph inside the area of 
the centra1 bead wou1d be dispelled by X-radio-
graphs taken in other directions. 

The X-radiographs of wax bead-nucleated 
Chinese FWCPs a1so show characteristic features 
(fi思lleA・7).Each contains a near1y circular central 
紅白血atis b1ack or dark gray. Additional1ayers釘 e
defined by fine b1ack concentric growili s位uctures
within the white crystalline areas of the Chinese 
FWCP (which are not visib1e in fi忽lleA-7). There 
are similariti巴sbetween the X-radiographic struc・

Fi♂lle A-5. Natural pearls typically do not 
show evidence of a J1uc1eus， on1y the structures 
that indicate organic matter or voids. Note 
a1so tbe concentric rings throughout出ispear1. 

CHINESE FRESHWA TER CUL TUREIJ PEARLS 

Fi.guIe A -4.百ledarkgray
“れぽsted"struc出 essbown
on曲elef並are仰 iωlofthe
tissueトnucleatedChinωe 
FWCPs produced in曲s
1970s. 1n theX-radi句'Iaph
on the rigbt of more recent 
FWCPs， ovoids mark the 
o均白altissue implant. 

tures seen in this type of Chinese FWCP皿 dthose 
sometirnes observed in natural pear1s. However， nat-
ural p図工lsdi丘町 fromChinese FWCPs in出atthey 
show additional struct町田withinthe central area. 

τ'he short descriptions given here about the equip-
ment needed， procedures， and expected res叫tsmust 
be supp1ement巴dby operator experienceー themost 
irnportant element. 

FなmeA-6.Thおradiographicimage of sbel1 bead-
nucleated Cbinιse介eshwatercu1tured pear白1sis 
typica1 of the白1agesseen for出isproduct.

Fi♂lre A-7. Recently produced wax bead-nuc1e-
ated Chinese FWCPs have the cbaracteristic 
radiographic structures sbown here. 
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